
 
 
 
 
PRESS QUOTES 
Once upon a Future – Tales from a Distant World (Working title) 
 
 
 
Staged brilliantly and created with great imagination, this futuristic fairy tale 
collection is a treat for readers of all ages. — Münchner Merkur 
 
 
A new perspective packed with deep insight. — ARD-Radionacht  
 
 
Playful yet profound and with an understanding of the significance inherent in each 
fairy tale, Holly-Jane Rahlens conjures up on paper ten fractured fairy tales à la 
Grimm. (...) Additional variety is provided by the illustrations which through their 
own individuality and creative range emphasize the diversity of the literary forms. 
— TITEL Kulturmagazin 
 
 
The author has succeeded in writing a book that’s not only a monument to the 
immortal power of fairy tales, but which also allows her virtuosity to shine through 
with wit and charm in a variety of different literary styles. — biblio.at 
 
 
A parody of a fairy tale collection from the future, it reveals the heart of each 
Grimm tale with humor. — Fritz + Fränzi 



 
 
Rahlens masters a variety of forms and surprises with zany ideas for each new 
retelling. (...) A complex and fascinating book. A must read! — GEW (German 
Teacher’s Union) 
 
 
This fairy tale collection is refreshingly original. — buchverzueckt.blogspot.com 
 
 
The amazing Holly-Jane Rahlens exhibits all her talent with these ten fractured 
fairy tales. — Bangerang 
 
 
Ten stories of great complexity with ten vibrant heroines. — Börsenblatt 
 
 
The mix of various literary genres with social-historical commentary is a great feat 
and is sure to attract a wide range of readers. Lovers of fairy tales will get their 
money’s worth, as well as fans of fantasy, and just about anyone looking for a 
collection of tales rich in variety. The author’s balancing act of catering to all 
these readers' wishes without losing herself to wordiness is a triumph. An absolute 
must! — madameklappentext.de 
 
 
“Future Fairy Tales” by Holly-Jane Rahlens is a beautifully illustrated and one-of-a-
kind fairy tale book for the whole family — not to forget that it’s a great gift too. 
(...) The stories are not only original and inventively told, but the  accompanying 
commentaries are imaginative and cleverly orchestrated. — hallo-buch.de 
 
 
Once begun, you can’t put the book down. “Future Fairy Tales” is another highly 
original book from the pen of Holly-Jane Rahlens. — lesegenuss.blogspot.com 
 
 
 
    


